
 

Geography: Year 2 
Unit: The United Kingdom – where is Paddington Bear today? 

 
 

Big Idea; The world is divided into countries. Ashleigh Primary School is in England which is part of the United Kingdom. These 4 
countries each have a capital city. 

What should I already know? 
- Where you live – town, country 
- How to use a world map  

What will I know by the end of this unit? 

 

 

- The world is divided into countries   
- Countries are often shown on a world map in different colours. 
- Ashleigh Primary School is in England  
- You will know where England is located on a world map 
- England is one of four countries which make up the United Kingdom, you will 

often hear this abbreviated to “The U.K”. 
- England is part of the continent of Europe. 

The United Kingdom 

 

- Wales  
- England 
- Northern Ireland 
- Scotland  

 

Capital cities  Each country in the United Kingdom has a capital city  
- Cardiff is the capital city of Wales 
- London is the capital city of England  
- Belfast is the capital city of Northern Ireland 
- Edinburgh is the capital city of Scotland  

Landmarks  - Cities often have “landmarks” – human or physical features which are easily 
recognizable. 

- These are often famous and people like to visit them.  

Key facts about the countries and 
capital cities of the United Kingdom. 

- Population – how many people live there? 
- Famous landmarks  
- Flags 
- Find the capital cities on a map of the U.K 

Tourism  - When people move from where they live to a different place to visit or for a 
holiday.  

- Some cities and landmarks are popular places for tourists to visit. 

Key vocabulary; 
City, capital,  river, landmark, tourism, tourist, building, human feature, physical feature, continent Europe, population, The 
United Kingdom (U.K.) 


